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ABSTRACT
Elastic backscatter lidars are used to determine the vertical distribution of cloud and aerosol layers. One such lidar is the micropulse lidar (MPL). A recent paper by Campbell et al. described an algorithm used to process MPL signals. The paper presented procedures that correct for various instrument effects present in the raw signals. The primary instrument effects include afterpulse (detector noise induced from the firing of the laser) and overlap (poor near-range data collection). The outgoing energy of the laser pulses and the statistical uncertainty of the MPL detector must also be correctly determined in order to assess the accuracy of MPL observations. The uncertainties associated with each of these instrument effects, and their contribution to the net uncertainty in corrected MPL signals, were not discussed in the earlier paper. Here the uncertainties associated with each instrument parameter in the MPL signal are discussed. The uncertainties are propagated through the entire correction process to give a net uncertainty on the final corrected MPL signal. The results show that in the near range, the overlap uncertainty dominates. At altitudes above the overlap region, the dominant source of uncertainty is caused by uncertainty in the pulse energy. However, if the laser energy is low, then during midday, high solar background levels can significantly reduce the signal-to-noise ratio of the detector. In such a case, the statistical uncertainty of the detector count rate becomes dominant at altitudes above the overlap region.

1. Introduction
Micropulse lidar (MPL) systems, as initially described by Spinhirne (1993), are small, autonomous, eye-safe lidars used for continuous observations of the vertical distribution of cloud and aerosol layers (see also Spinhirne et al. 1995a,b). The MPL was initially developed for work within the Atmospheric Radiation Measurement (ARM) Program (Stokes and Schwartz 1994) but has since been used in several independent field experiments around the world (Welton et al. 2000, 2002; Peppler et al. 2000; Voss et al. 2001). An overview of the MPL instruments operated within the ARM Program is discussed by Campbell et al. (2002), henceforth referred to as CA.

Welton et al. (2000) and CA discuss the nature of the measured MPL signal with respect to the lidar equation (Fernald et al. 1972). The measured signals are shown to differ from the theoretical lidar equation because of instrument effects. Both Welton et al. and CA develop correction factors for each instrument-related effect, and present algorithms that convert the measured signal into a form that complies with the lidar equation.

The two algorithms differ in their approach to the correction process. The earlier algorithm by Welton et al. determined the correction factors by forcing measured signals to conform to a modeled lidar signal containing only molecular scattering. However, this method is only useful when measurements can be conducted in regions free of aerosols and clouds, as from atop mountains. The CA algorithm is not dependent upon this condition and is more applicable to most field conditions. Also, the CA algorithm is more rigorous in its construction and better suited to understanding the uncertainties involved in the correction process. For these reasons, an adapted version of the CA algorithm was used by Welton et al. (2002) for processing MPL data from a later field experiment.

The authors intend to utilize the CA algorithm for future studies. However, CA did not discuss the uncer-
tainties associated with the MPL instrument parameters or the net uncertainty associated with their correction technique. This research note presents a study of the uncertainties associated with the correction factors discussed by CA. The uncertainties are propagated through the CA algorithm to yield a net uncertainty in the final corrected MPL signal.

2. The MPL signal

This section describes the terms that are present in the lidar equation. The raw MPL count rate is presented as Eq. (2) in CA, and is rewritten here as

\[
P_{\text{raw}}(r) = \frac{CEO(r)[\beta_\mu(r) + \beta_\nu(r)]T_\mu^2(r)T_\nu^2(r)}{D(P_{\text{raw}})^2} + \frac{A_{\text{raw}}(r, E)}{D(P_{\text{raw}})} + \frac{B_{\text{raw}}}{D(P_{\text{raw}})},
\]

where \(P_{\text{raw}}(r)\) is the measured signal (photoelectrons/microseconds per shot) at range \(r\), \(C\) is a calibration value, \(E\) is the pulse energy (\(\mu\)J), \(D(P_{\text{raw}})\) is the detector dead-time function, \(A(r, E)\) is the detector afterpulse (photoelectrons/microseconds per shot), and \(B\) is the solar background signal (photoelectrons/microseconds per shot). The backscatter cross-section terms, \(\beta_\mu(r)\) and \(\beta_\nu(r)\), in Eq. (1) are due to molecules and particles, respectively. Sources of particle backscatter include clouds and aerosols, or a mixture of both. The transmission terms, \(T_\mu^2(r)\) and \(T_\nu^2(r)\), are given by

\[
T_i^2(r) = \exp \left[-2 \int_0^r \sigma_i(r') \, dr' \right],
\]

where \(\sigma_i(r)\) is the extinction coefficient, and the \(i\) subscript denotes either a molecular or particle quantity. The integral of the extinction coefficient from the MPL to any range is the optical depth over that distance. The transmission terms are squared to account for the two-way path of the laser pulses.

The aim of the CA correction algorithm is to remove all instrument parameters from Eq. (1) except \(C\), and to subtract \(B\). The signal resulting from the correction process is called the normalized-relative-backscatter (NRB) signal. The NRB signal, \(P_{\text{NRB}}(r)\), is defined as

\[
P_{\text{NRB}}(r) = C[\beta_\mu(r) + \beta_\nu(r)]T_\mu^2(r)T_\nu^2(r).
\]

CA derives the NRB equation in terms of the raw signal parameters [see Eq. (4) in CA]. The NRB signal is significant because it is dependent on atmospheric parameters and only one instrument parameter, \(C\). The NRB signals are used to provide information on the vertical structure of aerosols and clouds, and also to solve for particulate extinction profiles (Welton et al. 2000, 2002).

3. NRB signal uncertainties

Knowledge of the uncertainty in the NRB signals is required to assess the accuracy of aerosol and cloud heights identified from the signals, as well as extinction profiles calculated from them. Using Eq. (4) from CA, the net uncertainty in the NRB signal, \(\delta P_{\text{NRB}}(r)\), is given by

\[
\delta P_{\text{NRB}}(r) = P_{\text{NRB}}(r) \sqrt{\frac{[\delta P(r)]^2 + [\delta B]^2 + [\delta A_{\text{raw}}(r, E)]^2 + [\delta E]^2}{[P(r) - B]^2 + [A_{\text{raw}}(r, E)]^2 + [E]^2}} + \frac{[\delta O(r)]^2}{[O(r)]^2},
\]

where \(\delta P(r)\) is the uncertainty in the raw signal, \(\delta B\) is the uncertainty in the background, \(\delta A_{\text{raw}}(r, E)\) is the uncertainty in the measurement of the afterpulse, \(\delta E\) is the uncertainty associated with measuring the outgoing energy, and \(\delta O(r)\) is the uncertainty in the determination of the MPL overlap function. Each of these uncertainty terms is discussed in detail in the following sections.

a. Uncertainty in the raw signal and measured background

Using Poisson statistics, the uncertainty in \(P(r)\) is

\[
\delta P(r) = \sqrt{\frac{P(r)}{N}}.
\]

where \(N\) is the number of shots during the acquisition of the signal and is dependent on the data rate. The value of \(N\) is typically either 75 000 for a 30-s data rate or 150 000 for a 1-min data rate. The uncertainty in \(B\) is also given by the form of Eq. (5) but is done using the signal returns from 45 to 55 km as discussed by CA.

The correction of detector dead-time effects could also factor into the uncertainties in \(P(r)\) and \(B\). Dead-time effects are caused by saturation of the detector signals at high count rates and are discussed in detail by CA. Here we attempt to quantify the uncertainty in the dead-time correction based on information provided by the manufacturer and others with expertise in the field of photon counting detectors (X. Sun 2001, personal communication).

The dead-time factor is determined using the following equation:

\[
D(P_{\text{raw}}) = \frac{\chi}{P_{\text{raw}} A},
\]

where \(\chi\) is a calibrated source signal, \(A\) is the total attenuation of the optical path from the source to the
The energy monitor value was determined using the following procedure. Data from five MPL systems were collected. The average energy, percent energy fluctuation, average temperature, and percent temperature fluctuation of each MPL system over long time periods was measured. The energy monitor values ranged from 3.71 to 7.64 mJ, and the temperature values ranged from 26.93° to 30.55°C between the MPL systems picked for this study. MPL systems have varying degrees of laser quality due to age, and this range of energy covers the typical span found in most MPL systems. Also, the temperature range covers the typical span encountered during most MPL operations. Figure 1 shows the percent fluctuation in energy versus the percent fluctuation in temperature for the five MPL systems. The data show that when the change in temper-
nature is low, the percent fluctuation in the energy monitor value is approximately 1% or less. When the change in temperature is low, the primary source of energy change is simply statistical fluctuation within the detector. Typical MPL data acquisition rates are 1 min or less, and temperature changes are negligible over such short time spans unless there is a noticeable problem with the instrument. Therefore, under normal conditions the uncertainty in the energy monitor value is assumed to be 1%. However, if the data rate is increased to several minutes or more, then temperature fluctuations affecting the energy uncertainty should be considered.

c. Uncertainty in the afterpulse correction

A complete discussion of afterpulse is given by CA, so only a brief description is given here. The initial firing of each laser pulse impacts the detector because the MPL shares the same transmit and receive path. The initial pulse on the detector is large and creates a false signal that must be removed from the measured signals by predetermining \( A_{\text{raw}}(r, E) \) and then subtracting it from \( P(r) \). Afterpulse is determined by covering the MPL and preventing signals from being transmitted. In this arrangement, the detector only measures the afterpulse signal and background, which is equal to the detector dark noise with the lid on. The afterpulse is dependent upon the output energy and is given by Eq. (6) in CA, rewritten here as

\[
A_{\text{raw}}(r, E_A) = E_A A_N(r),
\]

where \( E_A \) is the energy monitor value during the afterpulse measurement, and \( A_N(r) \) is equal to \( n_{\text{amp}}[r]/E_A \) using the form of CA.

Here \( A_N(r) \) is referred to as the normalized afterpulse. In order to measure \( A_N(r) \), the dark noise is subtracted from \( P(r) \) and the result is divided by \( E_A \); \( A_N(r) \) is the average of the signals over the afterpulse measurement period (several minutes), and the normalized afterpulse uncertainty, \( \delta A_N(r) \), is

\[
\delta A_N(r) = A_N(r) \sqrt{\frac{\delta P(r)^2}{[P(r) - B]^2} + \left( \frac{\delta E_A}{E_A} \right)^2},
\]

where \( \delta E_A \) is the uncertainty in the outgoing energy during the afterpulse measurement. The afterpulse measurement is performed over a period of several minutes; therefore one cannot assume that the energy uncertainty is 1% (as during normal operation of the lidar). Therefore, the energy uncertainty is determined by using the standard deviation of the energy values throughout the measurement period. Data show that the first term under the square root on the rhs of Eq. (9) is negligible compared to the energy term; therefore the normalized afterpulse uncertainty can be approximated by the uncertainty in the energy value during the measurement period (typically less than 5%).

Signals measured during regular operations are corrected by subtracting \( E A_N(r) \) from \( [P(r) - B] \) and then dividing by \( E \). However, \( B \) and \( E \) are the values taken during the regular measurement, not the afterpulse measurement. Therefore, the raw afterpulse uncertainty, \( \delta A_{\text{raw}}(r, E) \), is required and is given by

\[
[\delta A_{\text{raw}}(r, E)]^2 = [A_N(r) \delta E]^2 + [E \delta A_N(r)]^2,
\]

[see Eq. (4)].

d. Uncertainty in the overlap correction

The next step in MPL processing is the overlap correction. A complete discussion of overlap is given by
CA, so only a brief description is given here. The overlap function accounts for signal loss in the near range due to poor receiver efficiency of the telescope and associated optics in this region. The overlap problem must be corrected in order to analyze boundary layer aerosols. The CA overlap correction process involves acquiring MPL data while the instrument is oriented horizontally. In this arrangement, both \( \beta \) and \( \sigma \) are assumed to be constant with range. Using Eqs. (8) and (9) from CA, the horizontal MPL signal, \( P_h(r) \), is given by

\[
\ln[P_h(r)] = \ln[C\beta] + \ln(O(r)) - 2\sigma,
\]

where \( P_h(r) \) has been energy normalized and afterpulse corrected. At distances greater than the overlap range, \( O(r) \) is equal to one, and the second term on the rhs of Eq. (11) is zero. In this region, \( \ln[P_h(r)] \) is linear with respect to range. A least squares linear fit is applied to \( N \) data points in the fit region discussed by CA. The resulting linear fit is given by

\[
\ln[P_r(r)] = \ln[C\beta] - 2\sigma,
\]

where the \( y \) intercept is \( \ln[C\beta] \), and the slope is \(-2\sigma\). The overlap function is calculated using the following equation:

\[
O(r) = \begin{cases} 
\frac{P_h(r)}{P_r(r)} & r < r_o, \\
1 & r \geq r_o,
\end{cases}
\]

where \( r_o \) is the overlap range, and \( P_r(r) \) is simply the exponential of the fit line. The uncertainty in the overlap is given by

\[
\delta O(r) = O(r) \sqrt{\frac{\delta P_h(r)^2}{P_h(r)} + \frac{\delta P_r(r)^2}{P_r(r)}}.
\]

The first term under the square root in Eq. (14) is uncertainty in the signal and is given by

\[
\frac{\delta P_h(r)^2}{P_h(r)} = \frac{[\delta P'(r)]^2}{P'(r)} + \delta B^2 + [A_p(r)\delta E_p]^2 + [E_s\delta A_s(r)]^2
\]

\[
\frac{\delta P_r(r)^2}{P_r(r)} = \frac{[\delta P'(r)]^2}{P'(r)} + \frac{[\delta E_r]^2}{E_r},
\]

where \( E_r \) is the energy monitor value during the overlap measurement. The second term under the square root in Eq. (14) is uncertainty due to the fit process and is given by

\[
\frac{\delta P'_y(r)}{P'_y(r)} = \frac{\delta(C\beta)^2}{C\beta} + \frac{\delta(\exp[-2\sigma])^2}{\exp[-2\sigma]}.
\]

The fit uncertainty is a function of the uncertainties in both the \( y \) intercept and slope obtained during the fit. Standard error analysis is used to determine the uncertainties for both parameters. First we define the following terms:

\[
\Omega = X \sum_{i=1}^{X} r_i^2 - \left( \sum_{i=1}^{X} r_i \right)^2
\]

\[
s^2 = \frac{1}{X - 2} \sum_{i=1}^{X} [\ln[P_h(r)] - \ln[P_r(r)]]^2.
\]

The uncertainty in the \( y \) intercept is then given by

\[
\delta[\ln(C\beta)] = \frac{s^2 \sum_{i=1}^{X} r_i}{\sqrt{\Omega}}.
\]

and the uncertainty in the slope is

\[
\delta(-2\sigma) = \frac{\sqrt{X s^2}}{\sqrt{\Omega}}.
\]

The results of Eqs. (19) and (20) are then used to determine the uncertainty terms on the rhs of Eq. (16). The equations are given by

\[
\frac{\delta(C\beta)}{C\beta} = \frac{\exp(\text{ln}(C\beta) + \delta \text{ln}(C\beta)) - \exp(\text{ln}(C\beta) - \delta \text{ln}(C\beta))}{2\exp(\text{ln}(C\beta))}
\]

and

\[
\frac{\delta(\exp[-2\sigma])}{\exp[-2\sigma]} = r \delta(-2\sigma).
\]

The final overlap uncertainty is calculated using Eq. (14). Figure 2 shows a typical overlap function and its uncertainty.

4. Example of uncertainty in MPL signals

Figure 3 shows examples of NRB signals acquired during (a) daytime and (b) nighttime at typical MPL data rates (1 min). The uncertainties in each signal (10–12 km) are also shown. The boundary layer and cirrus clouds are visible in both plots. The nighttime uncertainty is less than the daytime because of the lack of solar background at night. Also, the daytime signal fluctuated around zero above the cloud in Figure 3a and was not plotted because a log scale was used. The uncertainty is shown to become equal to, and surpass, the
signal strength at this altitude, which indicates that the algorithm presented here is correctly representing uncertainty in the measured signals.

Despite higher uncertainties during daytime, the MPL is able to detect the presence of cirrus layers at a 1-min data rate. During the daytime, signal uncertainty approaches 100% near 8 km in the clear-air region. However, when cirrus is encountered the NRB signal strength increases, becoming far higher than the uncertainty. This illustrates how the MPL is able to detect clouds even in regions where the signal uncertainty becomes very high. However, detecting thin cirrus (or weak aerosol layers) during daytime at 1-min data rates is still a difficult task. This problem can be overcome by averaging NRB signals over periods of several minutes.

5. Conclusions

Procedures to determine the uncertainty in NRB signals obtained with MPL systems have been presented. The procedures were shown to produce realistic uncertainties for a sample dataset. The sources of uncertainty in the NRB signals were identified. In general, near the surface the overlap uncertainty is the dominant source of uncertainty in the NRB signal. At altitudes above the overlap region, the dominant source of uncertainty in the NRB signal is typically due to uncertainty in the energy. However, during daytime $B$ increases and reduces the signal-to-noise ratio, which causes $\delta P_{\text{NRB}}(r)$ to increase accordingly. Therefore, during the daytime $B$ is also a large source of uncertainty at higher altitudes. As a result, longer time averages may be needed to detect thin cirrus and high-altitude aerosol layers during the daytime.
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